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Atauro AMA (Hosted by Kindness For Soul)
$KFS: Hello, could you explain what exactly is the ATR project?

$ATR: ATR is a diversified investment holdings company, founded by us to share the
common value of property and creating socio economic impacts that will make the
world a better place. Through ATR token and ATR exchange.

$KFS: That sounds great. So, you guys are planning on creating an exchange based
off ATR too?

•

What will be the use cases of the token?

$ATR: We wanted to provide our investment community with not just opportunity to
grow the investment but also provide opportunity to our ATR community to take part
in positive social economy.
All our ATR community also will have the opportunity to invest into Digital Eco-tourism
island Green Project. Which includes solar power, water production from air.

$KFS: What blockchain will the ATR project initially be based on?

$ATR: Erc-20. With a total supply of 10,000,000 tokens

$KFS: Could you explain some of these economic impacts that you believe ATR will
create?

$ATR: We are creating a Digital Eco-tourism island in Atauro Timor Leste.
We already in talking term of negotiating with Koh Samui developers in cooperation
of developments over there and accepting ATR as Payment
At Vietnam my partners are in talk with Cafe Chain, F&B, Croud kitchen and physical
kitchen to accept ATR as payment

All this groundwork was started 4 years ago. Partners that involved are base in
Thailand and base in Vietnam
Our project is supported by the Ministry of finance and Ministry of tourism in Timor
Leste.
So, ATR token holders will be able participate and support a good cause to protect
one of the world’s last remaining bastions of biodiversity

$KFS: Will we be able to invest into an island, would this consider holders as
shareholders?

$ATR: Yes, it will create positive socio-economic impacts and the living environment
that need it most
This YouTube video EcoloBlue is a successful example:
https://youtu.be/yL3Ps86N2nM

$KFS: Yes, I’ve heard about similar stuff to this, a lot of money going into solar powerbased projects.
•
•

Could you further explain the tokenomics of the project?
Will the entire 10m be in circulation at first?

$ATR: Yes, it is very successful from all this water from air production. From our
environmental research found out water produce from sea water is very damaging
to reef and corals also sea life. Because after process the water go back to the sea,
but it became saltier.
As for tokenomics. Initially our close group already taken up 1.6 mil but nearly 90%
are strong holders as they know what we are moving forwards.
We had allocated 5 mil tokens for project usage. Will be gradually releasing only
when needed during next 5 years will we are building the Digital Eco Tourism Island
in Atauro.

$KFS: What are the vesting terms for investors, and in our case private sale investors?

$ATR: No locking period at all. All will unlock on launch date.

$KFS: Thanks, I will give it over to community to ask questions.

Community Questions
Community: When are you planning to launch?

$ATR: We are planning to launch on Coin Tiger, preferably beginning December
(Q4 2021). Coin Tiger Exchange to 1st Dec 2021.
This will also give our marketing team and Coin Tiger Exchange team have more
time to do promotion and ATR community to grow more before listing and go lives
at Coin Tiger Exchange
Second exchange we planning to explore listing on ProBit exchange. Coin Tiger
Exchange to 1st Dec 2021.

Community: Will there be an option for users to stake their tokens?

$ATR: Yes.

Community: What are the private sale prices?

$ATR: The private rate per ATR token will be 10.595cent.

Community: What happened to your game?

$ATR: We stop the game as developer unable to solve the Bugs that give us
headache.
Because is harvesting for ATR so for security reasons, we had to shutdown for 2 and ½
months. Temporarily been put on a pause.

Community: Will you be making another one?

$ATR: We are not promising anything. We really wanted inform things that already
in progress.

Community: What is the relationship between the game and the project itself? I
think what you do is great, but what does it have to do with the game?

$ATR: Game for harvesting ATR Tokens but developer can't solve the bugs mean
security also breached. We decided to put a stop

Community: At launch, will it be 50 million market cap?

$ATR: Yes, that’s correct!

Community: Where can we see current token holders?

$ATR: Mostly all are parking in their wallet in ATR exchange as our internal transfer
(inside ATR exchange) are all free from fee as we Create the exchange main
intention is for utility. Our current ATR holders are about 90% are strong holders as
they know our project and mostly are involved closely too on helping us out. You
can see our Indonesia team and Philippines mostly helping us a lot in telegram and
report to our marketing COM Jag.
China are my strongest supporters as they been with me for the past 8 years plus.
They mostly involved from start to currently arrangement (anything I need from
China; they are helping up)
Vietnam also been with me for the past 8 years, he helps me set up ATR Vietnam
and in talk with Hanoi Cafe, Croud kitchen and Physical kitchen. Anything in
Vietnam he arranges for me.
Thailand is my trustable partner, in development resort villas build from scratch to sell
and sign contract with buyers to re rent out to Tourists. All marketing done by him. He
had been on property development for the past 11 + years, including Thailand 7
years+.
Timor Leste partners is my company directors, help us arrange all needs by ATR. We
have Agriculture University graduate in Agriculture Biz. She is going to be our head of
agriculture biz in Timor Leaste to make sure our aquaponic enough supply for our
needs in the island before talking about export.
We have and already form up our own IT & Blockchain department after a lesson
from outsource spoil out our Game planning. This department are our own directors.
We have a strong team and brains to plan and execution the plan. We have our
strong resources and support by our partners in Asia.

Most importantly now we have you all helping in Middle east and Europe will surely
make us delivery more easily and fast.
ATR is not belonged to one or me, but ATR is belonged to all. Belong to all that have
dream of getting Green and peacefully Harmony living place, retirement, and
holiday. Hope we can work together to fulfil this lifetime meaningful project.
ATR exchange is created to facilitate our Apps on utilities. Just for info, all directors
and partners ATR are lock by me in cold wallet. They understand my intention to
protect our all-holders interest.

Community: How much of supply is currently circulating that has been sold in
previous sale?
•
•

How much was that sale price and when did it take place?
How can I see holders % like I can on CMC, BSCScan etc for other coins?

$ATR: Total supply was 1.66mil+ including directors partners including holders
5 mil are set aside for development use. We will arrange transfer to a special wallet
for company development usage. Actually, there won’t be much left for public

Community: Do you have a breakdown showing percentage locked of anything?
Some sort of tokenomics schedule that you can share.

$ATR: This will be shown after our Blockchain team done updated white paper as
we have some changes need to be done

Community: Can I ask why such a high valuation from the start?

$ATR: 105 million market cap with only max 10 mil token add up our projects. Is not
at this price. You will see the result of our work and result during next 6 month then
you will be happy with your investment

Community: How will distribution work?

$ATR: We will distribute from ATR exchange to each one. So, when free you can just
register account and KYC from ATR Exchange.
This is the link: https://exchange.atauro.io/trade/ATR-USDT

Once transfer is complete, please private message me the details and screen shot
record of the transaction. Also, its mandatory for you to register on our exchange so
we can immediately transfer ATR to your wallet.

[KFS COMMUNITY WILL BE GIVEN $500,000 ALLOCATION]

END OF $ATR AMA

